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(57) ABSTRACT 
An excitation coil, for stimulating a high-intensity-dis 
charge plasma in an electrodeless discharge lamp, has at 
least one turn of a conductor arranged generally upon 
the surface of a toroid with a rhomboid or V-shaped 
cross-section, which is substantially symmetrical about 
a plane passing through the maxima of the toroid. The 
major radius of the coil is such that the lamp is insert 
able into the coil so that the coil induces a co-planar 
toroid plasma discharge arc in the lamp, when the coil 
is connected to a radio frequency (RF) power source. 

20 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets 
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1. 

EXCITATION COIL FOR HD ELECTRODELESS 
DSCHARGE LAMP 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a radio-frequency 
(RF) coil for exciting a plasma discharge, and, more 
specifically, to a novel RF coil for exciting a visible 
light-producing plasma in a high-intensity discharge 
(HID) electrodeless lamp and having a shape with re 
duced blockage of the luminous flux from the discharge 
lamp. 

It is now well known that visible light can be pro 
duced from a discharge plasma excited by RF current. 
The RF current is provided by a coil, generally exterior 
to the lamp in which the discharge is excited, which coil 
must not only have satisfactory coupling to the dis 
charge plasma, but must also have low RF resistive loss 
and small physical size to allow the majority of the 
light, released from the discharge, to be utilized and not 
be blocked by the coil itself. The usual excitation coil is 
of a long solenoidal shape, being derived from the single 
solenoidal coils of copper tubing, regularly utilized with 
water cooling, for exciting plasma torches utilized in 
crystal growing, fiberoptics manufacture and the like. 

Prior art, as exemplified by U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,860,854 
(cup-shaped coil); 3,763,392 (short solenoid); 3,942,058 
and 3,943,404 (small high-intensity discharge lamps at 
the end of coaxial cable), all have low optical efficacy 
and has coil losses which can be reduced. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with the invention, an excitation coil 
for stimulating a high-intensity-discharge plasma in an 
electrodeless discharge lamp, comprises: at least one 
turn of a conductor arranged generally upon the surface 
of a torus having a substantially rhomboid or V-shaped 
cross-section on either side of a coil center line. The coil 
may be substantially symmetrical about a plane passing 
through the maxima of the toroid. The major radius of 
the coil is such that the lamp is insertable into the coil so 
that the coil induces a co-planar toroid plasma dis 
charge arc in the lamp, when the coil is connected to a 
radio frequency (RF) power source. 

In a presently preferred embodiment, tapped reac 
tance (capacitance or inductance) impedance matching 
is used between the coil and the power source. A bal 
anced split coil can be used. Preferably, as much of the 
excitation coil as possible should appear to be at twice 
the arc torus major radius, for high coupling. 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to provide a novel excitation coil for stimulating a high 
intensity arc discharge plasma in an electrodeless dis 
charge lamp. 
This and other objects of the present invention will 

become apparent upon reading of the following detailed 
description, when considered in conjunction with the 
drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1a is a plan view of a HID lamp and of a single 

turn excitation coil, useful in appreciation of several 
principles of the present invention; 
FIG. 1b is a sectional view of the lamp/coil combina 

tion of FIG. 1a, and showing additional excitation coil 
locations; 
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2 
FIG. 1c is a side view of a portion of a HID lamp, 

illustrating one possible multi-turn excitation coil con 
figuration; 
FIG. 2 is a side view of a portion of a HID lamp and 

one presently preferred embodiment of an excitation 
coil in accordance with the principles of the present 
invention; 
FIG. 2a is a schematic diagram of the circuit formed 

by the excitation coil and auxiliary elements of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 3 is a side view of a portion of another HID 

lamp and another presently preferred embodiment of 
the excitation coil of present invention; 
FIG. 3a is a schematic diagram of the electrical cir 

cuit of the excitation coil, and auxiliary elements of 
FIG. 3; and 
FIGS. 4, 4a and 4b are respectively a schematic dia 

gram, a schematic side view, and a plan view of another 
presently preferred multi-turn excitation coil, in accor 
dance with the principles of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

Referring initially to FIG. 1a a high-intensity dis 
charge (HID) lamp 10 comprises a tube envelope 11 
enclosing a volume 12 containing a quantity of at least 
one gas in which a discharge arc plasma 14 is producible 
responsive to the flow of a radio-frequency (RF) cur 
rent in an excitation coil 16 positioned about the exte 
rior of lamp envelope 11. The RF current flow is re 
sponsive to an excitation source 18 providing a voltage 
Vabbetween coil ends 16a and 16b. Typically, discharge 
arc plasma 14 is in the shape of a toroidal ring, or 
doughnut, with a minor radius r", setting the thickness 
of the plasma, and a major radius r, setting the size of 
the ring. Excitation coil 16 is a single-turn planar ring 
with a plane parallel to the plane of the arc torus major 
radius r. 

Referring now to FIG. 1b, I have found that the best 
location for a single-turn coil 16 to be situated in, for 
coupling to a small-diameter conducting discharge 
plasma ring 14, is with both the coil loop 16 and the 
plasma loop 14 in the same plane. Thus, excitation coil 
16 lies in the plane 14p cutting through the plasma ring 
cross-section (itself shown by the cross-hatched area). 
For a torus having an average radius r, a coupling coef 
ficient of about 0.36 occurs between that torus and a 
one-turn excitation coil 16 having a radius equal to 
twice the plasma toroid radius, i.e. a coil radius of 2r, 
and in plane 14p. I have also found that another one 
turn excitation coil 16, lying in the toroid plane and 
having a radius equal to 3r, will have a coupling coeffi 
cient of about 0.173; a single-turn excitation coil 16" 
having the same radius r as the discharge plasma and 
having its plane parallel to, but at a separation distance 
r above, the plasma toroid plane 14p will have a cou 
pling coefficient of about 0.264, while another single 
turn excitation coil 16" having the same diameter and 
co-planar positioning, but with a separation distance 2r 
from the toroidal plane 14p, has a coupling coefficient 
of about 0.056. It is therefore highly advantageous to 
place all of the excitation coil at the highest coupling 
position, i.e. in the toroidal plane and with average 
radius 2r. Typically, the excitation coil has a number N 
of turns greater than one, so that the multi-turn coil 
must still be positioned about the optimum plane, and 
with the coil having an absolute minimum diameter 
greater than the outer wall dimension E of the dis 
charge tube envelope 11. It will be seen that minimum 
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blockage of the light-producing lamp tube 11 occurs if 
the multiple turns of excitation coil 16 have the smallest 
possible extent in the direction perpendicular to the 
discharge plasma toroid plane 14p (here, minimized 
dimensions in the vertical plane, for a horizontally-dis 
posed torus 14). The resistive properties of the coil must 
simultaneously be minimized, for minimum loss, while 
the inductive properties of the excitation coil must si 
multaneously be such that propertuning and impedance 
matching of the excitation coil and its generator 18 can 
be carried out at the associated RF frequency, e.g. at 
one of the standard ISM frequencies (such as 13.56 
MHz). 
One possible coil configuration tending to meet these 

criteria is that of coil 20, in FIG. 1c. Here, coil 20 has a 
multiple number of conductive strips placed upon the 
exterior surface of an imaginary torus having a major 
radius r of dimension about 2r, and a minor radius r2 of 
dimension less than the difference between radius r1 and 
the sum of the lamp tube exterior radius (E/2) and the 
thickness t of the coil turn members. It will be seen that 
not only is this multiple-turn coil (illustrated in this 
cross-sectional view, for N=8) particularly difficult to 
fabricate, but also it is such that the substantial voltage 
drop, which must be sustained between the opposite 
coil ends 20a and 20b (and which may typically is on the 
order of Vat, of about 1000 volts), requires substantial 
separation between adjacent ones of turns portions 20-1 
through 20-8; this separation is not easily providable, 
especially if both the thickness t of the elements is at 
least sufficient such that each turn (reduced to a round 
wire) is large enough to reduce the skin-depth RF 
losses, and a sufficiently small subtended angle, at the 
discharge is provided to minimize light blockage. It will 
also be seen that there must be sufficient spacing be 
tween the discharge plasma 14 and coil 20 to support a 
reasonable temperature gradient from the approxi 
mately 5000 K. temperature of arc plasma 14 to ambi 
ent room temperature (about 300 K.) near coil 20, and 
still allow the arc-containing envelope 11 to be at a 
reasonable temperature. Even with a ribbon-formed 
coil 20, with ribbons of thickness t of about 0.02 mm., 
such a coil is not practical for low cost production. 

Referring now to FIG. 2, I presently prefer a lamp 10' 
in which the light-producing discharge plasma 14 is 
excited adjacent to the interior surface 11b of an enve 
lope 11, having the interior surface 22b of a cylindrical 
positioning envelope 22 attached to the arc-containing 
envelope exterior surface 11a. In accordance with one 
presently preferred embodiment of this invention, the 
excitation coil 24 is arranged about the outer envelope 
exterior surface 22a as a plurality N (here N=8) of turns 
arranged upon the sloped sides 24'a and 24b, of an 
imaginary forming mandrel 24, of circular shape in the 
same plane 24p as the plane of the discharge plasma 
torus 14, and having a substantially rhomboid cross-sec 
tion with each of slanted surfaces 24'a 20 and 24b at an 
angle 8 (less than about 80' and greater than about 10") 
with respect to the centerline plane 24'p. Advanta 
geously, one may consider the coil turn conductors 24-1 
through 24-8 and 24-1' through 24-7 to be on the sur 
face of a torus with a V-shaped cross-section, where the 
apex of angle 6 may be at the center 11c of the arc-con 
taining envelope. The inner edge 24c of the mandrel is 
spaced at a distance slightly greater than the distance C 
between innermost turns, here 24-4, 24-5 and mid-turn 
location 24-4. This dimension C is greater than both the 
dimension A of the arc-containing envelope interior 
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4. 
surface 11b and the dimension B of the exterior surface 
22a of the outer envelope 22. Thus, one end 24a of the 
coil starts at the radially-furthest location on upper 
slanted surface 24'a, reaches one-half turn at radially 
opposed position 24-1', and completes a full turn at 
position 24-2. A one-and-one-half turn position 24-2' is 
followed by a two-full turn position 24-3, a two 
and-one-half turn position 24-3' and a three-full turn 
position 24-4. The coil midpoint, along interior "nose' 
surface 24'c, occurs at position 24-4. The fifth-full turn 
occurs at position 24-5, with the respective 5, 6, 6, 7, 
7 and 8 turn positions being at respective positions 
24-5, 24-6, 24-6, 24-7, 24-7 and 24-8. 

Referring now to FIG. 2a, the inductance L of coil 
24, between coil ends 24a and 24b, can be tuned to 
resonance with a total tuning capacitance CT comprised 
of first and second series-connected capacitances 26 and 
28. The ratio of capacitance 26 and capacitance 28 is 
adjusted, simultaneous with resonance adjustments, 
such that the driving impedance between terminals 10'a 
and 10'b will match the driving impedance of the gener 
ator supplying power to the excitation coil, in manner 
known to the art. 

Referring now to FIG.3 and 3a, in another presently 
preferred lamp embodiment 10", the multi-turn V 
cross-section excitation coil 30 has a single resonating 
capacitor 32, of value CT, connected between the coil 
ends 30a and 30b, with the coil being tapped at a point 
30c for impedance matching to the generator (not 
shown). In both embodiments 24 and 30, there is consid 
erable spacing between turns, even if the coil is fabri 
cated of a fairly large diameter tubing, e.g. of one 
eighth inch copper tubing (having a large interior diam 
eter for facilitating a flow of a heat-dissipating fluid). 
The opposed coil ends 24a/24b or 30a/30b are suitably 
separated for standing off hundreds of volts of RF po 
tential. The rounded wire/tubing surface is presented to 
the magnetic flux which exists only on the outside of the 
coil; the size of the wire or tubing can be varied to 
change this area. In addition, the coil is folded away 
from the discharge to reduce light blockage, while as 
many turns as possible are located near to the discharge 
plane, to maximize the RF-to-plasma coupling. At the 
same time, the maximum potential across the coil is at 
points furthest away from the discharge, to minimize 
E-mode discharge and emphasize H-mode excitation. It 
will be seen that it is fairly easy to fabricate a winding 
form which can be used to build such a coil with spac 
ing between adjacent turns being substantially equal at 
all turn positions. I have found that coupling for a N=8 
turn coil of one-eighth inch copper tubing can be on the 
order of 0.2, for coupling to a lamp with an arc-confin 
ing envelope with a diameter on the order of 0.8 inches. 

Referring now to all of FIGS. 4, 4a and 4b, in yet 
another presently preferred embodiment 10", an excita 
tion coil 34 has a center tap 34c positioned substantially 
between opposite coil ends 34a and 34b, so that the 
center turn is broken and returned to a ground plane 33 
with two separate lead portions 34c-1 and 34c-2. This 
provides two separate heat-conducting paths to the 
ground plane heat sink, to remove coil heat and reduce, 
or eliminate, the need for artificial cooling. The multi 
turn, V-cross-section coil 34 is tuned by a single reso 
nance capacitor 36, and is fed at a tap point 34d, from a 
coaxial cable 38 connected to the generator. As best 
seen in FIG. 4b, the three turn coil is broken into a pair 
of one-and-one-half turn coils, with the upper halfpor 
tion extending from top coil end 34a to first ground lead 
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34c-1 and the bottom half portion of the total coil ex 
tending from the top end of second ground lead 34c-2, 
past the inductive tap point 34d, to the coil bottom end 
34b. 
While several presently preferred variations of my 

novel excitation coil, having as large a percentage as 
possible of the multiple turns thereof in, or near, the 
horizontal plane passing through the plasma torus, or 
upon the surface of an imaginary V-shaped ring concen 
tric thereabout, have been described by way of example 
herein, many modifications and variations will now be 
apparent to those skilled in the art. It is my intent, there 
fore, to be limited only by the scope of the appended 
claims and not by the specific details and instrumentali 
ties presented by way of explanation of the preferred 
embodiments described herein. 
What I claim is: 
1. An excitation coil, for stimulating a high intensity 

discharge plasma in an electrodeless discharge lamp, 
comprising: 

at least one turn of a conductor arranged generally 
upon an exterior surface of a torus having a sub 
stantially V-shaped cross-section; and 

means for tuning the inductance of the toroidal con 
ductor to a desired resonance frequency. 

2. The coil of claim 1, further comprising means for 
matching the impedance of the toroidal conductor to a 
desired impedance. 

3. The coil of claim 2, wherein the impedance match 
ing means includes the tuning means. 

4. The coil of claim 1, wherein the cross-section of 
the torus form is substantially symmetrical about a plane 
passing through the maxima of the conductor torus. 

5. The coil of claim 4, wherein the conductor torus 
includes a plurality N of turns of conductor. 

6. The coil of claim 5, wherein N=8. 
7. The coil of claim 5, wherein the slanted surfaces of 

the cross-section of the torus, if extended, appear to 
merge substantially at the geometric center of the coil. 
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6 
8. The coil of claim 5, wherein the coil contains a 

substantially integer number N of turns. 
9. The coil of claim 8, wherein the slanted surfaces of 

the cross-section of the torus, if extended, appear to 
merge substantially at the geometric center of the coil. 

10. The coil of claim 9, wherein the midpoint of the 
coil conductor is located interior of the angle formed by 
the slanted surfaces of the coil cross-section. 

11. The coil of claim 4, wherein each slanted cross 
sectional surface of the coil is at an angle, with respect 
to said plane, of at least 10 and not more than 80. 

12. The coil of claim 1, wherein the coil contains a 
plurality of turns. 

13. The coil of claim 12, wherein the spacing between 
turns is substantially equal at all turns positions. 

14. The coil of claim 12, further comprising a ground 
plane electrically connected to at least one point along 
the length of the coil conductor. 

15. The coil of claim 14, wherein the ground plane is 
connected substantially to the midpoint of the coil con 
ductor. 

16. The coil of claim 1, wherein the conductor has a 
round cross-sectional. 

17. The coil of claim 16, wherein the conductor is 
hollow. 

18. A lamp, comprising: 
an HID tube having an exterior surface; and 
an excitation coil positioned adjacent to said tube 

exterior surface for producing a discharge arc 
plasma in the tube, said coil having at least one turn 
of a conductor arranged generally upon an exterior 
surface of a torus having a substantially V-shaped 
cross-section. 

19. The lamp of claim 18, wherein the slanted sur 
faces of the cross-section of the torus appear to merge at 
a point within the envelope of the HID tube. 

20. The lamp of claim 19, wherein the merge point 
appears to be substantially at the center of the discharge 
arc plasma. 

k x 8 k 


